The plasma ctDNA monitoring during epidermal growth factor receptor-tyrosine kinase inhibitor (EGFR-TKI) treatment in patients with EGFR mutant non-small cell lung cancer (JP-CLEAR trial)
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Abstract
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Mutation status at disease progression, T790M was detected in 15 (78.9%) of 19 patients with T790M detection in plasma. In 15% of the patients who acquired resistance to previous TKI, approximately 60% patients were proven to have T790M. From the above results, this study uses descriptive statistics, and it was set to 120 cases in consideration of feasibility of research.
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Conclusions

Although ctDNA monitoring during the EGFR-TKI treatment is useful, further investigation is necessary to elucidate the efficacy of osimertinib treatment based on the T790M detection in plasma ctDNA.
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